Fringe projection is an established method to measure the 3D structure of macroscopic objects. To achieve both a high accuracy and robustness a certain number of images with pairwise different projection pattern is required. Over this sequence it is necessary that each 3D object point corresponds to the same image point at every time. This situation is no longer given for measurements under motion. One possibility to solve this problem is to restore the static situation. Therefore, the acquired camera images have to be realigned and secondly, the degree of fringe shift has to be estimated. Furthermore, there exists another variable: change in lighting. The compensation of these variances is a difficult task and could only be realized with several assumptions, but it has to be approximately determined and integrated into the 3D reconstruction process.
INTRODUCTION
Optical 3D measurement with an active projection of a couple of pairwise different pattern is a well establish approach in the area of quality control and rapid prototyping.
1 However, dealing with moving measurement objects or non-static 3D sensors, e.g. handheld systems 2 , is a challenging task, due to variable point correspondences between the cameras and variable correlations between 2D camera points and 3D object points. Basically all methods that work in static situations require pixelwise correspondences over the process of 3D measurement. Correspondences are thereby defined as a fixed triple of one 2D point in each camera plane -the points for later triangulation 3 -and the 3D object point, that is projected to the two mentioned 2D points. Working only with one camera and one projector the triple consists of the 3D object point, one 2D point in the camera plane and one 3D point in the projector plane.
For relative motion these triples are no longer fixed over the whole measurement process. As relative motion we define motion between the sensor system and the measurement object. If both moved in the same way, e.g. a production line and a flying sensor with the same direction and velocity, the value for relative motion is zero and the measurement setup can be assumed as static. For setups with a relative motion diverse to zero several methods have been developed in the last years, e.g. a two-step phase shift algorithm in Yang and He 4 , an approach of combining several patterns in Guan et al. 5 and a so called stripe boundary pattern projection 6, 7 . Most of these approaches deal with high-speed hardware or a minor number of projection pattern resulting in very short cycle time for pattern projection and image aquisition, so that the motion or value changes for the mentioned point triple could be assumed as approximately zero. Due to the fact that most digital projection systems did not work faster than 60 Hz, the high-speed approach has several limitations. For phase shifting algorithms at least three different pattern are required. These three patterns can be integrated into one projection cycle. Therefore, each pattern is dedicated to each of the three color channels. For higher measurement accuracy, especially on colored measurement objects, it is recommended to eliminate the color filters on the color wheel and work with gray scale cameras and images, as e.g. described in Zhang and Huang, 8 Huang et al. 9 and Huang et al. 10 .
Another possibility to handle relative motion during 3D measurements is the use of color codings. As described in Salvi et al., 11 Adán et al., 12 Albitar et al. 13 and many other publications, stripes or so called M-array-point distributions are used to mark 3D object points for a better search of 2D point correspondences relating to the 3D object points. For uniqueness of each marker the colors of points or stripes in a pre-defined neighborhood are choosen in a special, so called "disordered" way. Salvi et al. use six basic colors to encode rows and columns of the projected stripes. High details are achieved by Adán et al. using a point coding with seven different symbols respectively colors in a hexagonal arrangement. Concerning an irrelevant collocation of these color points in one neighborhood, theoretically 6468 different code words are possible. All publications with the basic approach of color coding points or stripes exploit the common fact: There is need of only one coding pattern, although the detailedness and possible measurement accuracy is even low.
In 2008, König and Gumhold 14 described an advanced phase-shifting technique for optical 3D reconstruction which deals with slow and timewise linear object motion. These authors extended the known sequence of fringe pattern by bright and dark images and special pattern for tracking respectively 3D motion estimation. Bright and dark images mean that the projection unit projects a unique homogeneous white pattern for the bright image and a homogeneous black pattern (projection unit off) for the dark image. To track the measurement object and to estimate the motion, a special tracking pattern is projected on the surface of the 3D object. Best results are achieved with perlin noise 15 as texture of the tracking pattern.
A similar approach to measure 3D data of moving objects by using fringe projection is described in Breitbarth et al. 16 Thereby we also used two major steps to rebuild an approximately static measurement setup: First, a step of motion estimation in 3D, and second, a step of motion compensation. To estimate the 3D motion between two sequently images, coarse 3D data have to be obtained. This is done by fourier analysis of each of the aquired fringe images. 17 Of course, the use of fourier transform only yields in coarse 3D point clouds. effect of motion errors to final 3D point clouds with motion compensated fringe images and phase shift values is also described in Breitbarth et al. (2012) . Figure 1 shows a flow chart of the major steps that have to be done in general for motion compensation for 3D measurements with active fringe projection.
Our mentioned publication from 2012 16 has one major disadvantage: It only works for translational motion, in which changes in lighting could be assumed as approximately zero for a sensor system. This is accomplished by orthographic projection on convex object surfaces. For concave surfaces or especially arbitrary rotations of the measurement object, lighting changes have to be taken into account, which is done in this publication and theoretically described in the following section.
MATHEMATICAL APPROACH OF LIGHTING ESTIMATION
The well known equation to describe intensity distributions during phase sampling evaluation
consists of three unknowns (the additive and multiplicative intensity distortions a(x, y) and b(x, y), and the phase distribution φ(x, y)). Thus, there is need for at least three pairwise different fringe pattern. The solution of the nonlinear system by gaussian least squares approach with u( 
For static measurement setups the intensity distortions can be assumed as constants, so phase distributions φ(x, y) are calculated with respect to intensity images and values of phase shifting. As described in the introduction and shown in figure 2 lighting parameters are no longer constant for measurement setups with relative motion. So the additive and multiplicative intensity distortions a(x, y) and b(x, y) have to be taken into account. This could be done using the equation system (2). Two major differences have to be mentioned for the dynamic setup, i.e. the situation with relative motion unequal to zero:
1. Phase shifting between two images or time steps is no longer unique in global area, depending on the 3D structure and surface of the measurement object each pixel has a different phase shifting value ∆φ Rn (x, y).
2. Intensity values are taken from motion compensated respectively realigned fringe images I c n (x, y). The index c describes the camera number.
These adaptations lead to an equation system similar to the system (2):
While additive intensity distortion a c n (x, y) is yield directly, the multiplicative intensity distribution respectively the parameter for local fringe contrast b c n (x, y) have to be calculated with the next equation: Remember that m in (2) So we assumed that there are no significant changes in lighting values between adjacent pixels and solve the equation system (3) for each pixel (x, y) in every single fringe image n with respect to values ∆φ Rn (x, y) and I c n (x, y) in a spatial neighborhood m nh . How we define the neighborhood is specified later.
To calculate the phase distribution φ(x, y) for each camera and each projection direction we use a generic solution for 3D measurements with variable phase steps, publicated by Farell and Player in 1992. 19 To apply this method directly is not possible since we have nonhomogeneous phase step values in global. Further, the estimation of lighting parameters by using the mentioned ellipse fitting method is not feasible. But with the previous steps of motion compensation (especially the estimation of local phase shifting values ∆φ Rn (x, y)) and the equations (3) and (4) described in detail, we could calculate phase values with an advanced generic solution. Phase distribution φ(x, y) is calculated by the following equations: 
TRIVIAL TEST AND FURTHER ADDITIONS
To verify our proposed algorithms we execute a fundamental mesaurement setup. Therefore, we simulate four images. Each of them consists of eight sinusoidal curves as intensity distribution. Of course, we integrate a global phase shifting of ∆φ Rn = 90
• between two successive fringe images. Phase sampling evaluation with the approach for static measurement setups works fine, so we can take the same four images as input for our new method. For the intensity distortion maps a and b we receive the values zero respectivly one as expected. The final fine phase maps looks also good and as 3D result we obtained a perfect plain.
We continued and simulated four fringe images with a light fall off beginning at the image center. One of the used images is seen in figure 3 on the left hand side. Phase sampling evalution without lighting changes are taken into account yields in wrong fine phase distributions as plotted in figure 3 in the middle. The failure is reflected in the non periodicity of the 2π-wrapped fine phases. Figure 3 shows on the right hand side the correct result which is obtained by our proposed algorithms including pixelwise lighting estimation.
Next step in the process of evaluation is the measurement of an 3D object which was simulated firstly. We decide to use a convex object and take a prism. Remember, three different I c n (x, y), ∆φ Rn (x, y) tuple are enough to solve the equation system (3), so we take the four diagonal adjacent pixels for each image position (x, y) into account. The resulting fine phase maps look partly very noisy. Thus, we increase the size of neighborhood and the number of input tuple m nh . Depending on the projection direction p dir we use adjacent pixel values out of the diagonals (p dir approximatly parallel to image axis) or parallel to the image axes. Figure 4 shows the 2π-wrapped fine phase results with a kernel size of seven pixel on the left and a kernel size of 31 pixel on the right hand side. The images point out, that the proposed algorithms basically estimate correct finephases. But there are two problems left:
• For minor kernel sizes we obtain partwise noisy results, especially at regions with low contrast (values of b(x, y) smaller than 0.5) and image parts with wide fringe periods.
• On the other side major kernel sizes yields in very smooth fine phase distributions which are undesirably at edges of the 3D mesurement object.
The solution could be an adaptive choice of kernel sizes only. Because sinus and cosinus functions has no linear slope, the decision of kernel size can not based on gray value gradients in the fringe images. But we can still use the estimated phase shift distribution and calculate gradients based on these images. This is represented in the steps of algorithm 1 for lighting estimation.
The returned lighting distributions a For one further experiment we add some objects to our simulation scene, which create huge shades on parts of our prism. These shadowed regions are not completely black, so that theoretically phase sampling evaluation and calculation of 3D points are possible. Figure 6 shows one of the input fringe images on the left hand side. The fine phase map φ(x, y) in the middle of figure 6 is the result of phase sampling evaluation without shades introduced by other objects than the measurement object as reference; the results with shadowed regions in input images are shown on the right. Most parts of the object are reconstructed correctly. All errors of fine phase values are located at the region near to the border of shades. These regions detected as object edges by the mentioned algorithm 1, the used kernel sizes and number of used values as input in equation system (3) are not that high. To circumvent this issue, further investigations are required. To conclude our verifications we accomplish one experiment with real input data. Similar to the explained simulations we take full 3D data and known object motion as input into the process of motion compensation with lighting estimation. The full 3D data were obtained out of a previous 3D measurement with static setup. The measurement object is a prism, too. Achieved results point out that there is no significant difference between simulation and real data.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a new approach for 3D measurement of macroscopic objects including relative motion under the process of pattern projection and image aquistion. In contrast to our publication in 2012 16 our proposed algorithms operates on rotating objects, too. Experiments with several level of noise and shades introduced by other objects verify the additional steps of lighting estimation in the overall process of motion compensation. Only borders of shades are still a challenging task and should be part of further research.
In addition, reducing calculation time would be a nice feature for further experiments. Currently the part of lighting estimation need approximately one minute at one 2.8 GHz core of a PC with a i7 first generation CPU. All other parts of motion compensation need less than ten seconds in total.
